This paper was a landmark; it introduced a new design main features of such a flow are recognizable in the numerical results presented. Subsequently, much effort was deprinciple-total variation diminishing schemes-that led, in Harten's hands, and subsequently in the hands of others, voted by others to constructing variation-diminishing schemes for the calculation of two-dimensional flows. Such to an efficient, robust, highly accurate class of schemes for shock capturing free of oscillations. The citation index lists efforts are of course doomed to failure, since the total variation of exact solutions can blow up through the mecha-429 references to it, not only in journals of numerical analysis and computational fluid dynamics, but also in journals nism of focusing. Even in the scalar case, where no focusing takes place, Goodman and Leveque [4] showed that there devoted to mechanical engineering, astronautics, astrophysics, geophysics, nuclear science and technology, space-are no TVD schemes. The only viable two-dimensional analogue of variation-diminishing is energy (or entropy) craft and rockets, plasma physics, sound and vibration, aerothermodynamics, hydraulics, turbo and jet engines, diminishing; it was shown in [3] how to combine some ideas of Friedrichs with those of Harten to construct such and computer vision and imaging.
